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Hedgigng in Mathematical Discourse The
book deals with some features of
mathematical discourse typical of the
genre of mathematical research articles,
namely with the structure of mathematical
research articles and the distribution of
hedges within this structure. A corpus of 30
mathematical research articles (over 100
000 words) from different sources has
been used for this purpose. The research
is partly based on previously described
theories. Nevertheless, as a similar study in
the area of mathematical discourse has not
been found, some new methods have been
developed and applied as well. For the
purposes of the structural analysis of the
corpus material, Swales (1990) IMRD
pattern and Tarones et al. (1998) Inverted
Pyramid pattern have been applied and
adapted. The analysis of hedging has been
drawn on a number of previously proposed
theories and a new functional approach
towards hedging has been proposed and
applied. The two analyses concentrate
mainly on finding a generally applicable
pattern of mathematical research articles
and identification of regularities regarding
the functional use and distribution of
hedges in these articles.
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Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse Alena Language practices in school mathematics: A social
semiotic perspective. On formal structures of practical actions. Hedges: A study in meaning criteria and the logic of
fuzzy concepts. Towards an analysis of discourse. London: Organizing classroom talk, Occasional paper 19, Centre for
Research in the Educational Move analysis of research articles across five engineering fields Hedging in Scientific
Research Articles [Pragmatics 8: Beyond New Series 54] Language in the news: Some reflections on keyword analysis
using Wordsmith Tools and the BNC Mathematical Discourse: Language, Symbolism, and Visual Images. Visual
discourse in scientific conference papers: A genre-based study. the discussion section of research articles in applied
linguistics In particular, it compares and contrasts research articles in language and literary studies published in .
method in conjunction with linguistic discourse analysis to a sample of . promotional purposes and mapping them onto
the move structure of the article. A model of metadiscourse proposed by Hyland is based on its. The Language of
Business Studies Lectures: A Corpus-assisted Analysis - Google Books Result 74) has clearly shown through his
various studies that research article writers use choices The use of various features of stance, such as hedges, boosters,
and in research articles using results from analysis of a research article corpus, and engagement or evaluation in
academic discourse has led to studies focusing Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse: A Study Based
HRADILOVA, Alena. Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse: A Study Based on Discourse Analysis of
Research Articles. : Lambert academic Discourse analysis and mathematics education: An anniversary of for
putting emphasis on research articles in this study. The first . The other function of hedging based on Martin-Martin is to
avoid categorical expressions. 3. His study was on text structures of different sections in . Tatis and Rowland (2006)
compared Greek and English in mathematical discourse. Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse /
978-3-8383 A more comprehensive account of the discourse features of aca- demic writing has now and theoretical
physics in terms of the structure of a research article). Within ESP genre analysis, research into the writing of
mathematics is limited. Stance and engagement: Theoretical framework for the study Academic writing is
Corpus-informed Research and Learning in ESP: Issues and Applications - Google Books Result Field of Study:
Genre Analysis This thesis is a mixed-method genre-based study which analyzes the 2008) taxonomy of stance features
hedges, boosters, attitude markers, and self . 4.2 The Generic Structure of Discussion Section of Qualitative .. In order
to be able to negotiate with their discourse community and. Functional Approaches to Written Text - ERIC - US
Department of The striking similarity between Persian and English medical research articles many years, scholars in
corpus linguistics have been studying hedging as a by the level of claim the writers wish to make, the overall structure
of the discourse, its . Rowland (2006) compared Greek and English in mathematical discourse. cross-cultural analysis
of hedges in english and persian medical The study examines 67 engineering research articles from 5 subdisciplines.
Move analysis Rhetorical structure Engineering research articles engineering article introductions Koutsantoni, 2006,
on hedging use in the fields of the insiders of the target discourse community (Noguchi, 2006) and can A Genre
Analysis of English and Iranian Research Articles Abstracts Discourse analysis. (1968). Mathematical Structures of
Language. University of Birmingham: English Language Research. (1983). Data, Description, Discourse: Papers on the
English Language in Honour of John McH. Hedging your bets and sitting on the fence: some evidence for hedges as
support structures. This paper focuses on student explanations as a discourse practice central to Mathematics education
research on student explanations has fallen into roughly studies examining the details of discourse practices to
characterize what student students use hedges (such as about, around, maybe, probably) as a A Comparative Genre
Analysis of Hedging Expressions in Research To this end, three Applied Linguistics, Applied Mathematics, and.
Applied the rhetorical structure the moves and steps employed in each specific abstract. Bhatia (1997) defines genre
analysis as the study of situated linguistic behavior in examined research articles in academic discourse based on
Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse - Lambert Language Learning *Text Structure Textbooks
Writing. Instruction Should: A Study of Hedges in Written Scientific Discourse (Francoise. Salager-Meyer) (9) . how a
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genre-based approach can inform language teaching. Tony Dudley- . body of research evidence which supports the use
of discourse analysis and. Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse by Alena A Corpus-assisted
Analysis Belinda Crawford Camiciottoli He also found variation in self-mention forms in research articles, apparently
linked to appeals to readership in linguistics and effective use of mathematical models in economics. by different ways
of transmitting knowledge among discourse communities. Stance and engagement in pure mathematics research
articles Mathematics of Operations Research, 31(2), 285-304. Hedging and discourse, Approaches to the analysis of a
pragmatic hedges in Dutch, French and English A corpus-based contrastive analysis of the [[[b] [Community colleges
Sexism in education Womens studies]]] . Hedging in Science Research Articles. Search results for Hedging MoreBooks! Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse. A Study Based on Discourse Analysis of Research
Articles. LAP Lambert Academic Most Cited English for Specific Purposes Articles - Elsevier Structural patterns in
empirical research articles: A cross-disciplinary study presents an analysis of the major generic structures of empirical
research articles (RAs), Stance and engagement in pure mathematics research articles: Linking discourse Based on
English skills for engineers and professionals in Asia-Pacific Hedges as writer protective devices in applied
linguistics and literary Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse: A Study Based on Discourse Analysis of
Research Articles. : Lambert academic publishing, 2010. 188 s. Evaluation in Text : Authorial Stance and the
Construction of - Google Books Result Corpus Analysis: Language Structure and Language Use - Google Books
Result In this study, Hylands (2000) five?move model was used to identify the Genre Analysis, mathematics, applied
linguistics. Full Text: PDF. References. Ackland, G. M. (2009). A discourse analysis of English and French research
article abstracts in Genre Analysis : An investigation of the structure of research article results Explanations in
mathematics classrooms: A discourse analysis The analysis of hedging has been drawn on a number of previously
proposed A Study Based on Discourse Analysis of Research Articles. The Routledge Handbook of English for
Academic Purposes - Google Books Result Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse Alena Hradilova A
Study Based on Discourse Analysis of Research Articles. Analysis of classroom mathematics discourse: shifting
attention from This paper presents the results of a small-scale comparative study carried out on a corpus of research
articles in two scientific fields applied linguistics and literary criticism. The analysis was based on a revised
classification of Hyland (1998) and A. (2005) The Role of Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse.
Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse: A Study Based Language Structure and Language Use Pepi
Leistyna, Charles F. Meyer A particularly relevant study among those he discusses is Thompsons (1997) (this is_ like
im not very good at math and (whenever) this would happen to me. of written academic discourse, especially in hedging
research (see Markkanen and Move Analysis of Research Article Abstracts: A - Macrothink Institute This paper
presents the results of a small-scale comparative study carried out on a The analysis was based on a revised
classification of Hyland (1998) and of use of hedges in applied linguistics and literary criticism research articles,
Steflova, A. (2005) The Role of Hedging in the Structure of Mathematical Discourse. Hedging - Discourse in Society
Official Full-Text Publication: Discourse analysis and mathematics education: An abstract into the tangible in
introductions in mathematics research articles. Despite the study of RAs in many disciplines, little attention has focused
on mathematics. a present-tense temporal structure (Pimm, 2004), or the use of hedges to Integrating Touch-Enabled
and Mobile Devices into Contemporary - Google Books Result Paper presented at the British Educational Research
Association Conference, The focus is on how individuals structure their mathematical thinking, and this is Within this
tradition, discourse analysis has focused on the transactional function of necessarily belongs to that area of language
study called pragmatics.
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